
Hello again, I hope you are well and keeping spirits up. 

First of all, I would like you to know that we are still waiting for the authorities to give 
teachers clear instructions on how to proceed in the 3rd term. 

Nevertheless, taking into consideration what we have heard so far and the information I 
got from school on Saturday 18th April regarding your connectivity, I would like to 
make the following clarifications. 

From now on, to reinforce the contents of the 1st and 2nd terms, which seems what the 
3rd term will mainly be about (reinforcement), I will be focusing on the work you 
manage to do on your Interactive Student, making sure you introduce the Class Code 
I provide below for each class. If you don´t register your class code, I won´t be able 
to use the work you do or have done to improve your previous results, because I 
won´t be able to check what you are doing or how you are doing it. 

Besides this, I will be posting other resources in case you find the time to do them. Try 
to work on Ian´s listening and dictation practice, it will be good for you next year. 

Those of you who may wish to go ahead with some new things can do so ( once you 
have finished revising  units 1 to 5 ) but always using this Interactive tool, otherwise I 
will not be able to take into account what you do in your students /workbook or any 
other task you choose to do regarding your grade. 

All the best for you and your families. 

Mónica 

LINK INTERACTIVE 
( If you had already registered just click on the 3 little dots on the right side of your 
book and type in your class code.) 

1º A bachillerato: CLASS CODE: 63EEF 
1º B bachillerato: CLASS CODE: 63EFZ 

https://burlingtonbooks.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=af6926de6d980b8331622dda2&id=48fbbcb6e8&e=7739f064cc

